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DISNEY’S CULTURE OF EXCELLENCE
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This program is the culmination of College Edition Leadership and  
Teamwork programs. While examining Disney culture, participants  
will explore adaptations to their current and future environments. 
Throughout the experience, they will examine a leader’s role in supporting 
a purposefully created culture, as well as each team member’s critical 
role in the culture’s success.

After identifying four aspects of culture, participants make a trip down 
Main Street, U.S.A. at the Magic Kingdom® Park to discover what physical 
elements are in place for Walt Disney World® Parks and Resorts Guests to 
experience, and how those elements support our unique Disney culture.

Participants learn four of the primary tools utilized by leadership to share 
the culture, and how those help build success through Guest Satisfaction 
and Cast Excellence.

The foundation of the Disney Company is built upon excellence in  
storytelling, and participants will explore how deeply-rooted storytelling 
is in everything the Guests see and experience. Students will discover 
how they can enhance their own purposefully created culture via effective 
stories to build brand loyalty.

Through interviews with Cast Members, participants will discover how 
our unique culture supports Cast Excellence. To expand new understanding, 
there is a unique behind-the-scenes experience, offering students an 
opportunity to discover the cultural significance and the true purpose  
of this famous backstage location. 

Culminating the experience is a brainstorm session allowing students to 
develop actionable steps to strengthen their school, club or organization’s 
culture. They depart understanding how the Disney Company has forged 
the link between Guest Satisfaction and Cast Excellence to ensure business 
success, and their own ability and responsibility to always search for ways 
to improve the culture of the environment in which they live and work.

After completing Disney’s Culture of Excellence - College Edition,  
participants will be able to:

 understand the concept of a purposefully created culture, and  
 why that would be advantageous

 utilize a more structured approach to examining their own  
 culture’s elements, examining the purpose served by each of  
 those elements

 articulate the four Disney cultural elements explored during  
 the program

 identify what currently exists in their College/University or  
 organization’s culture that relates to Disney cultural elements

 define Cast Excellence, both for Disney and for their own  
 College/University or organization

 define Guest Satisfaction for both Disney and their own  
 College/University or organization

 understand a leader’s role in creating both internal and external  
 brand loyalty

 articulate the role of encouragement, positive reinforcement  
 and rewards in promoting the desired cultural behaviors

 understand their role in helping to define and participate in the  
 culture of their College/University, organization or company

Enrolled in College/University
Ages 18+

3 ½ hours Magic Kingdom® Park
COLLEGE
EDITION


